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Today’s question:  
What can we (machine) learn from  

a set of inflection tables?



Why this interest in  
inflection tables?

There is a lot of inflection tables out there:



Some learning possibilites 
we will look into

1. Derivation of inflection engines  
=> paradigm induction

2. Learn how to inflect unseen words  
=> paradigm prediction

3. Derivation of morphological analyzers



1. Paradigm induction



What does it mean to say that a 
word is inflected as another word?
• Statement: The German word ’Anfang’ is inflected 

in the same way as the word ’Frack’. 

So how do we inflect ’Anfang’, given this information?

And here you have  
the inflection table of Frack:

Singular Plural
Nominative Frack Fräcke

Genitive Frackes, Fracks Fräcke

Dative Frack, Fracke Fräcken

Accusative Frack Fräcke



Like this:

Did you guess right? Can you explain why?  
 

If you know German, pretend that you don’t.

Singular Plural
Nominative Anfang Anfänge

Genitive Anfanges, Anfangs Anfänge

Dative Anfang, Anfange Anfängen

Accusative Anfang Anfänge



First some terminology
• Paradigm function: a function that given one (typically the baseform) or 

more word forms, produces the full inflection table. 
 
 
 
                   
 
               
 

• Words inflect in the same way = they share the same paradigm function. 

• Inflection engine: a set of paradigm functions. 

• Paradigm induction: derivation of paradigm functions.

Singular Plural
Nominative Anfang Anfänge

Genitive Anfanges, Anfangs Anfänge

Dative Anfang, Anfange Anfängen

Accusative Anfang Anfänge

f(Anfang) =



Paradigm Induction
Singular Plural

Nominative Frack Fräcke

Genitive Frackes, Fracks Fräcke

Dative Frack, Fracke Fräcken

Accusative Frack Fräcke

Singular Plural
Nominative Anfang Anfänge

Genitive Anfanges, Anfangs Anfänge

Dative Anfang, Anfange Anfängen

Accusative Anfang Anfänge

Singular Plural
Nominative x1+a+x2 x1+ä+x2+e

Genitive x1+a+x2+es, x1+a+x2+s x1+ä+x2+e

Dative x1+a+x2, x1+a+x2+e x1+ä+x2+en

Accusative x1+a+x2 x1+ä+x2+e

Induction

f(x1,x2) =



The method
• LCS = Longest common subsequence 

• subsequence = a string that can be obtained from another string by 
deleting zero or more characters from that string. 

• substrings in the subsequence becomes variables. I.e, What is 
common in all words are the variable parts. 

• The method: LCS + heuristics to resolve LCS ambiguity.

Singular Plural
Nominative Frack Fräcke

Genitive Frackes, Fracks Fräcke

Dative Frack, Fracke Fräcken

Accusative Frack Fräcke

LCS: Frck



LCS ambiguity
Competing alignments

Competing LCS

comprar, compra, compro
comprar, compra, compro

LCS: seglsegel, seglet, seglen
segel, seglet, seglen LCS: sege



LCS ambiguity resolution 
through heuristics

• Heuristic 1: minimize the number of variables

• Heuristic 2: minimize the number of infix segments

comprar, compra, compro
comprar, compra, compro

LCS: seglsegel, seglet, seglen
segel, seglet, seglen LCS: sege

• and some additional heuristics, but above is the major ones.



The paradigm function
• From a function accepting variable instantiation to word form(s)? 

 
f(x1, x1, .., xn) => f(w1, w1, …, wn)  

• We match the input word(s) with any word pattern(s) in the 
paradigm function (often just the lemma with the lemma pattern). This 
gives us the variable instantiations we need to compute the forms. 

• The matching may be ambiguous, so we need a matching strategy. 
Longest match seems to work best for suffixing languages.

match(x1+a+x2, ”Frack”) = {x1=Fr, x1=ck} 

Regular expression with groups

match(x1+a+x2, ”Ananas”) = {x1=An, x2=nas},  
                           {x1=Anan, x2=s} 

Ambiguity



What have we achieved?

• We can actually hide away the paradigm 
functions and describe inflections by statements 
such as: word X is inflected as word Y (or 
equivalent, this set of words S). 

• Might this be more natural way for a linguist to 
define a computational morphology?



The morphology lab (prototype)
’erfarer’ inflected as ’tager’

Built-in paradigm induction and prediction



2. Paradigm prediction



Prediction task
• Given a word form (typically the lemma), predict 

its paradigm function/inflection table. 

• The paradigm induction gives us set of words for 
each paradigm function, sharing that function. 

• Idea: predict the appropriate paradigm function for 
an input lemma by comparing it to the words of 
the paradigms, and chose the set of words it is 
most similar to.



The classifier
• We first defined a hand-crafted classifier for the 

task (in AFH14). 

• We then improved on it using a linear SVM (one-
vs-the-rest multi-class) with edge-anchored 
features (i.e., prefixes and suffixes). 

• We also tried other substring variants, but with 
worse results.



Evaluation data
• Evaluation set 1  

Inflection tables for three languages from Wiktionary tables 
(Durrett & DeNero, 2013). Languages: Finnish (nouns/
adjectives, verbs), Spanish (verbs), German (nouns, verbs). 
Clean data with no defective or variant forms. 

• Evaluation set 2  
Additional inflection tables gathered from various resources for: 
Catalan (nouns, verbs), English (verbs), French (nouns, 
verbs), Galician (nouns, verbs), Italian (nouns, verbs), 
Portuguese (nouns, verbs), Russian (nouns), Maltese (verbs).  
More messy data with defective tables, variants forms (e.g., 
cactuses - cacti), et cetera.



Eval 1: paradigm induction



Eval 1: Results  
comparison with D&DN13



Eval 2: Table accuracy



Eval 2: Form accuracy



3. Deriving  
morphological analyzers



Morphological analyzers



From inflection table to FST
• An inflection table may be interpreted as a set of 

string relations. In particular:  
wordform => lemma +wordform msd. 

• And we can build a FST over these relations. 

• Problem: allowing variables to match any substring 
may overgenerate a lot.  

• So we need to constrain the variables.



Learning variable constraints



Hierarchical analyses



Evaluation: D&D-data 
any analysis

L-recall: correct lemma constructed  
L+M-recall: correct lemma+MSD constructed  
L/W: candidate lemma/word form 
L+MSD/W: candidate lemma+msd/word form



Evaluation: D&D-data 
Selecting the top ranked



Thanks for listening!  
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Deriving morphological 
analyzers



Prediction and NN
• SIGMORPHON 2016 Shared Task on 

Morphological Reinflection: Kann et al. 2016

• So we are interested in the combination of NN and 
our paradigmatic representations.


